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Several possible methods to d~stmgmsh protons and plons in the 
cosmic radmtion at energies of over 100 GeV are discussed One 
of  these methods based on multiple sampling of lomzatlon losses 
in an array of gas proport ional  counters together with a measure- 
ment of energy m an ~omzatlon calorimeter or momentum m a 
magnet spectrograph is d~scussed m greater detad 
Fluctuations m ~omzat~on losses ("Landau" fluctuations) 
make the method difficult but not impossible Experimental 
results on Landau fluctuations wUh a variety of mc,dent particles 
and energies are presented and it ~s shown that they are in better 
agreement w~th the theory of Blunck and Le~segang than wtth 
that of Landau 
Arttficml events in which the sampled lomzatJon losses obeyed 
the Landau and Blunck and Lelsegang d~strlbutlons are generated 
on a computer  by a Monte Carlo program Based on an analys~s 
of a sample of 20000 such events by hkehhood ratto method the 
attainable proton-pion separation m the cosmic radmtmn at 100 
GeV energy ~s presented 
1. Introduction 
A considerable  a m o u n t  of  interest  has arisen in the 
recent  past  an the possibi l i ty  of  ut lhzlng high energy 
nuclear-act ive partacles in the cosmic radiataon to s tudy 
high energy physics in the energy range > 100 GeV 
with a precision comparab l e  to the one in the experi- 
ments  with machine  p roduced  part icles Th~s precision 
being much bet ter  than  the one hi ther to  achieved in the 
t rad i t iona l  cosmic ray experiments ,  one begins to th ink 
in more  ambi t ious  terms,  e g ,  large extents of  mag-  
netic fields, using for example  superconduct ing  mag-  
nets and dehnea t lon  of  t ra jector ies  with a precision 
bet ter  than  0 1 m m  using a mul t i tude  of  spark  chamber  
and nuclear  emulsions over a large area  Whale the 
emphasis  is on precision,  one has also to identify 
each incident  par t ic le  High energy nuclear-act ive par-  
tlcles an the cosmic radia t ion  consist  of  protons ,  neu- 
trons,  p lons  and,  to a lesser extent*, of  kaons  Identi-  
fication o f  neutrons  is trivial  since they are the only 
long-l ived neutra l  part icles Negat ively  charged par-  
tlcles ~dentlfied by the sense of  curvature  of  their  
deflection an a known magnet ic  field can be labelled as 
negatave pxons Separa t ion  of  p ro tons  and posit ive 
ptons at  these high energies ( >  100 GeV) poses a real 
p rob lem We shall ment ion  the var ious  methods  one 
could use to a t ta in  this object ive in section 2 and &scuss 
the potent laht les  of  wha t  we consider  the most  pro-  
mlslng in some detail .  In  section 3, we shall present  the 
behavior  o f  the appa ra tus  constructed to pursue the 
p rob lem exper imental ly  and discuss the pract ical  lmph- 
cat ions Final ly ,  a summary  of  the paper  will be pre- 
sented in section 4. 
2. Methods 
Since both  the pxons and p ro tons  are electrically 
charged,  measurement  of  their  deflection in magnet ic  
fields determines the m o m e n t u m ,  an lomza t lon  calori-  
meter  determines the to ta l  energy It  might  appea r  tha t  
a knowledge of  m o m e n t u m  and energy enables one to 
determine  the mass of  the particle,  but  this is not  so 
for U >> mc 2 because the uncertalnt~es in the measure-  
ments  would prevent  a meaningful  es t imate  of  the 
mass to be made  We ment ion  this here only to rule it 
out  of  further discussion 
In section 2 1 below, we shall consider  the apph-  
cat ion of  threshold gas Cerenkov counters ,  a technique 
which was a l ready successfully employed  by Lal  et al 1) 
to dist inguish plons and p ro tons  in the cosmic r ad ia t ion  
an the energy range 7 to 40 GeV Next,  we discuss In 
section 2 2 the methods  based on the relatlwst~c rise of  
energy loss 
2 1 THRESHOLD (~ERENKOV COUNTERS 
(~erenkov radla t ton  is emit ted by a charged part ic le  
only when its Lorentz  factor,  7 [ =  U/(mc2)],  exceeds a 
certain value at .  which as dependen t  on the refractive 
index of  the medium Record ing  the "yes"  or  " n o "  type 
of  in format ion  f rom the (~erenkov counters  and  meas-  
urement  of  energy by a ca lor imeter  or  of  m o m e n t u m  
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t Considerations of the K/~ ratto at produchon,  life times and 
masses of kaons and plons and the - r± /p  ratio m the atmosphere 
suggest that charged kaon flux m the atmosphere Is of  the order 
of 3% of the proton flux at energies ~ 100 GeV With the 
experimental techniques avadable today, u seems ~mpractlcal 
to try to distinguish kaons f rom either protons or p~ons at 
these energies It  appears therefore, that for the time being one 
must  be wllhng to accept a proton or a p~on beam whose 
purity cannot be known to better than 3% 
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by deflecting m a magnetic field will enable one to 
distinguish the pions and protons  in the energy range 
m~}'th < U < m p ) ' t h  where rn~ and mp are the rest 
masses of  plon and pro ton  respectively. The refractive 
index, n, of  the medmm and 7th are related as 
,, = (1) 
Since we are considering energies > 100 GeV, the high 
values of  threshold Lorentz  factors ('~th > 100) imply 
n = 1 + a ,  (2)  
where 6 is a very very small quanUty indeed This, then 
allows the usage of  gases only as the media for 
Cerenkov radiation 6 and 7th are related by 
~',h = (26) -"  (3) 
The (~erenkov intensity integrated over the wslble 
spectrum is given by [for  example, ref 2)-] 
I = 500 {1--(fl2172)- 1} photons/cm,  (4) 
which in terms of  y and ~ is given by 
I = 500 ( 2 J -  7-  2) photons /cm (5) 
The intensity of  the 0erenkov  radmtlon is zero just at 
the threshold [7 = 7th = (2~)-k-] and rises gradually to 
an asymptot ic  value of  1000 cS(= 500/),2h) photons /cm 
at extremely high energms where y > Yth 
Let us consider a specific example, namely, distin- 
guishing plons and protons  at energies around 100 
GeV, say m the energy range 70 to 140 GeV The re- 
fractive index of  the gaseous medium in the (~erenkov 
counter  has to be adjusted such that )'lh = 150 [or  
6 = 1/(2~/~h ) = 2  25 X l0 -5]  m order that  protons may 
not give a signal but only the plons do* From formula  
(5), the intensity of  0e renkov  radiation emitted by 
plons of  energy 70 to 140 GeV ~ 2 1 x 10 - 2  photons/  
cm This figure is quite small and cannot  be improved 
upon by playing with the nature of  the gas, pressure, 
etc since it is essentially determined by the refractive 
Index which in turn is determined by 7th, which is 
fixed If the height o f  the t~erenkov counter is h m, 
efficmncy of  light collection at the photoca thode  of  the 
photomult lpher ,  f ,  and the quantum efficiency of  the 
photocathode,  g, the number  of  photo-electrons re- 
leased at the photoca thode  is given by 2 1 fgh In order 
not  to lose much of  the plon flux, 2 1Jgh must at least 
equal 2 (Even in this case, one loses e -2 = 1 3 5 0  of  
the plon flux ) With a rather optimistic value o f  0 2  
for the product  f g ,  one arrives at the value h = 4 8  m 
With these design parameters,  one must recognize the 
existence o f  the following difficulties 
1 While a signal f rom the Cerenkov counter slg- 
miles that  the particle is a plon, its absence does not  
necessarily imply a proton,  for the plons are counted 
only with a partial efficiency Thus a proton is never 
identified as such 
2 The problem of  recognizing the signal f rom only 
two photoelectrons in the photomul t lpher  above the 
noise level requires special techniques 
3 The rather large dimensions in the vertical scale 
(besides the necessarily required large horizontal  di- 
mensions) make the (~erenkov counter  ~ery much 
vulnerable to the passage o f  an electron associated 
with the nuclear-active particle and thus confusing the 
i s s u e  
4 A large value of  height decreases the aperture 
drastically (Large apertures are Imperative because of  
the very low beam mtensmes ) 
Any  effort to alleviate the difficulties 1 and 2 above 
by increasing the height of  the (~erenkov counter  
would certainly make the matters 3 and 4 worse 
2 2 METHODS BASED ON RELATIVISTIC RISE OF ENERGY 
LOSS 
It is well known that  the energy loss of  a particle 
increases* with its energy at energms > 2 mc 2 Since 
the energy loss is a function of  only the Lorentz  
factor, 7, of  the incident particle (charges of  pmn and 
proton being equal), a measure of  energy, 7m~ 2, in a 
calorimeter or momentum,  ( 7 2  1)~mc, in a magnetic 
field and the energy loss. j (y) ,  determine the mass 
m, of  the particle Solids are not statable for this 
approach since the saturatmn in the energy loss due to 
the density effect sets in at too  low a value of  7 to be of  
any use to us Three different techniques have been 
mooted  in this connection (a) Yuan  3) and Purcell 4) 
discuss the possibility of  using xenon scintillation 
counters,  (b) Dobrot ln  et al s) and Cowan et al 6) 
consider the possibility o f  utilizing the drop count  
technique m cloud chambers and (c) we ourselves are 
trying the idea o f  using an array o f  gas proport ional  
counters 
Though  the average and most  probable energy losses 
in a medium of  a given thickness increase with the 
Lorentz factor of  the mmdent  particle, this increase is 
smaller than the Landau fluctuations which lnewtably 
exist even at a constant  Lorentz  factor Therefore 
making just one observation of  energy loss does not 
* We do not go here into the detads  such as what  gases, under  
what  pressures, do have these desired values of refractive 
radices 
The relattvisUc rtse Js p a r t b  due to increase m the value of  
max tmum transferable  energy and partly due to the relatlvtst lc 
expansion of the zone of e l ecmca l  mfluence of  the mctdent  
parUcle It is with the la t ter  effect we are concerned here 
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help to distinguish the particles (In this respect drop 
count  technique is different f rom the others to which 
we refer later on.) The problem cannot  be solved by 
simply increasing the pathlength of  the particle m the 
detector since it Is m the very nature of  Landau 
fluctuations that  the greater the pathlength the greater 
IS the probablhty  of  occurrence of  rarer and higher 
energy transfers; consequently the fract,onal width o f  
Landau  distribution defined as the ratio of  full width 
at half  maximum to the most  probable energy loss 
becomes almost independent of  the pathlength One 
can sample the energy losses m several ln&Vldual 
counters and by means of  a suitable statistical analysis 
of  the energy loss measurements in individual counters, 
one can obtain a much narrower distribution The 
smaller the width of  the resulting &strlbutlon, com- 
pared to the expected rise in the energy loss, the better 
are the changes o f  distinguishing the particles 
2 2.1. Gas scmttllatton counters 
The light output  f rom a gas scintillation counter  is 
propor t ional  to the energy deposited by the incident 
particle, thus a measure of  the Intensity of  light IS a 
measure of  the energy loss However,  the light output,  
even when the best of  the g a s e s - n a m e l y  x e n o n - i s  
used, is too  low Under  ideal circumstances of  operat ion 
and with light collection efficiency (at the photo-  
cathode of  the photomultipller) of  near unity, experi- 
ments 7) indicate that an energy loss of  2 keV by the 
incident particle results in 1 photoelectron at the photo-  
cathode To keep the error due to photoelectron 
statistics much smaller than Landau fluctuations one 
has to collect ~1000 photoelectrons which lmphes 
trajectories ~ 200 cm in xenon at 1 atm pressure If  
the energy losses were to be sampled in 6 or 12 counters 
to perform a statistical analysis to get around Landau 
fluctuations, one has to use 12 to 24 meter of  xenon 
gas Such pathlengths lead to the same difficulties 
as pointed out  earher in section 2 1 (3 and 4 ) When 
Yuan 3) and Purcell 4) discussed this Idea, it was to 
dlStlngulsh the particles in the accelerator beams which 
are well collimated, and hence the difficulties mentioned 
here do not apply On the other hand, because of  the 
high beam intensities, the count ing system must have 
a short rise and recovery time and this technique has an 
advantage 
The essential difference between an ideal gas sclntll- 
latlon counter  and a gas proport ional  counter,  which 
will be considered later on, is that  about  2000 eV of  
energy is required to give rise to one photoelectron 
f rom a scintillator while about  26 eV is sufficient to 
produce one Ion pa~r in a gas proport ional  counter  
This feature obviously renders the propor t ional  counter  
statistically more efficient for a given energy loss 
2 2 2. Drop count techntque m cloud chambers 
In this techmque, while count ing the droplets con- 
densed around ions along the path of  a charged par- 
tlcle in a cloud chamber  one rejects clusters of  greater 
than a particular size By doing this, one is measuring 
a quanti ty that is proport ional  to that  part  of  energy 
loss which consists of  all encounters with energy 
transfers, E ' ,  less than a particular value, usually 
chosen around 1000 eV Since such encounters in a 
pathlength of  40 cm of argon or xenon are many, one 
may apply a Gausslan distribution rather than the 
Landau type to the fluctuations in ionization 
Referring to our  specific problem of  distinguishing a 
100 GeV proton f rom a 100 GeV plon, Sternhelmer's 
equations 8) predict that  the proton loses an energy of  
84 8 keV and the plon 94 6 keV (both with the restric- 
tion E ' <  1 keV) over a pathlength of  40 cm in a 
chamber  filled with argon at one atmospheric pressure 
Taking the value 26 4 eV for the average energy loss 
per ion pair in argon as determined by Jesse and 
Sadaukls°), the two tracks will have 3210 and 3590 
droplets respectively These numbers represent pro- 
bable specific ionization It is more appropriate  to take 
for the statistical errors applicable to these numbers 
the one determined by the pr imary specific ionization 
which is approximately half  the probable specific 
ionization The statistical error, then, is o f  the order 
of  _ 2 5°0, l e ,  80 droplets The expected difference 
being about  380 droplets, probabili ty that  a plon will 
be confused for a proton and vice versa is extremely 
small 
A definite advantage thls method has over the others 
is that  one can tell whether the particle is a plon or is a 
proton Recall that  with the threshold fferenkov tech- 
nique, one can be sure about  only one of  the two 
species The disadvantages are that it is a slow and 
tedious technique (imagine count ing the droplets over 
50000 to 100000 tracks, each consisting of  more than 
3000 dropletsW), and constant  attention has to be paid 
to ensure that  the efficiency of  condensatmn on ~ons is 
100% throughout  the experiment 
2 2 3 Proportional counters 
Ionization caused by the incident charged particle in 
a proport ional  counter  is proport ional  to the energy 
it lost (except in the rare cases where a knock-on 
electron might be so energetic as to leave the counter  
without  dissipating all its energy), and therefore a 
measurement  of  Ionization is a good measure of  energy 
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Fig 1 Most  probable  energy loss  m 15 cm of  argon gas at one 
atmospheric  pressure, suffered by an incident singly charged 
particle with Lorentz  factor V is s h o w n  as a funcuon  o f  V 
loss. We plan to use the proportional counters rather 
than ion chambers in order to take advantage of  gas 
multiplication to present at the grid o f  the first stage 
of  the preamplifier a significantly large signal compared 
to the equivalent input noise Dimensions o f  the in- 























should be 1 as small as possible m the interest of  a 
compact  geometry for a good  aperture and fast col- 
lection of  electrons, but 2 large enough so that even for 
a constant given energy loss the fluctuations In the 
number of  1on pairs are small compared to the fluctua- 
tions in the energy losses. A height of  10 to 15 cm 
should be a suitable compromise  if the counter is filled 
with argon at about one atmospheric pressure We 
have built and tested several proportional counters 
with dimensions of  about 10 to 15 cm in the vertical 
plane, the performance of  which will be described m 
section 3 In this section we shall base all of  our con- 
slderations on a 15 cm proportional counter filled 
with argon at one atmospheric pressure 
In fig 1, we have shown the calculated most  probable 
energy loss as a function of  the Lorentz factor, y, based 
on the formula given by Rossl 1°) Correction due to 
the density effect, which becomes apphcable at y > 100 
m the present case, is also shown in the figure This 
correction is calculated on the basis of  formulae given 
by Sternhelmer s) It is seen that the most  probable 
energy losses for a proton and a plon both of  100 GeV 
energy are 33 1 and 36 7 keV respectively 
Theoretical distributions of  energy losses suffered by 
an incident particle of  a given initial energy have been 
given by Landaul l ) ,  by Symon 12) and more recently 
by Vavllov 13) While these various distributions differ 
,S 
31 33 
J I ' 
I00  GeV PIONS 
I 0 0  GeV' 
PROTONS 
29 35 47 49 5l 
~'~ I 
37 39 41 
E N E R G Y  L O S S  k e V  
I I 
43  4 5  
Fig 2 Landau dmtrlbutions o f  energy loss m 15 cm argon (pressure 1 atm) suffered by 100 GeV protons  and 100 GeV plons 
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in the cases of moderately thick absorbers and for near 
relativistic particles (7>1),  there lS practically no 
difference between them for the case of ultra-relativistic 
particles (7 >> 1) traversing thin detectors which applies 
to our experiments. In fig 2, we have shown the 
fluctuations In the energy losses suffered in the counter 
by plons and protons both of 100 GeV energy These 
curves are drawn from the tabulated values given by 
Seltzer and Berger ~4) on the basis of  the theory of 
Vavllov 13) It  is seen that there is a considerable 
amount  of  overlap, and a single measurement seldom 
distinguishes a proton from a plon. As stated earlier 
the situation cannot be improved just by increasing the 
pathlength using but a single counter The way seems 
to be to employ an array of N o counters where N o is 
large enough a number and devise an optimal statis- 
tical procedure to distinguish the particles. The fol- 
lowing methods may be considered" 
a Igo and Elsberg is) built an array of 3 proportional 
counters, exposed them to a beam of 31 MeV protons 
and showed that the distribution of the smallest of the 
three pulse heights from the three counters has, as 
I I 1 
(a) Smallest of 6 
expected, a much narrower width than that of the 
pulses from any individual counter. 
b Since the Landau dlstrtbutlon is skew with a long 
tall, one can impose a cut-off on the side of higher 
energy losses 0 .e ,  ignore the information from those 
counters which showed a pulse height greater than a 
chosen value), compute the average of these restricted 
energy losses, and see if the resulting distribution of 
the restricted average energy losses is narrow enough to 
resolve protons and plons 
c The third method is the one suggested by Purcell 4) 
In this, if one demands that in at least N out of  the N O 
counters the pulse height must be smaller than a chosen 
value, one favors the selection of protons, strongly 
discriminating against plons 
d. The fourth is a hkehhood ratio method,  here one 
computes the ratio 
, o  
L = H Y,,proton Y,,p . . . .  (6) 
1 = 1  1 
w h e r e  Y,,proton IS the value of the ordinate of the 
Landau curve for protons at the pulse height A, from 
i I [ 
(b )  Average of N pulses out of 6 
each of the N showing pulse 











(c) Smallest of 12 [d) Average of N p 
outof  12, eacl" 
the N show)m 
t pulse height _<_ 
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Fig 3 This figure is based on the assumption that each of No detectors show the Landau distribution shown m fig 2 Shown m the 
figure are the distributions obtained from Monte Carlo calculatmns of the smallest and average pulse heights m the arrays of No = 6 
and 12 detectors In each case, distribution to the left corresponds to protons and to the right to pions, both of 100 GeV energy 
Whde computing the averages, an arbitrary cutoff is made at 40 keV and mformaUon from counters showing pulse height greater 
than this value is ignored Points are the results from the Monte Carlo calculations and curves are drawn through the points. 
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F~g 4 Results from Monte Carlo calculanons on the basts of 
Landau distribution of the energy losses (fig 2) for 10000 protons 
and 10000 ptons mctdent on an array of 6 detectors Numbers of 
cases m whtch at least N out of six counters showed energy 
losses < J is shown as a functton of J 
the t th counter  and Y,,p,o. the co r respond ing  quant i ty  
for p lons  If  this rat io,  L, is >> 1, the incident  par t ic le  
is a p ro ton  and if  L.~ 1, it is a p lon I f  L happens  to 
be ~ 1, there  will be some ambigu i ty  and the degree of  
ambigu i ty  depends  on how well the L values for the 
assumed incidence of  a pure  p r o t o n  beam and for  a 
pure  p~on beam separa te  
To test which o f  these approaches  Is most  efficient, 
the fol lowing is done  A n  empir ica l  formula ,  modif ied 
f rom the one given by Moya116), of  the type 
F(A)dA = 0 762(2~z) -~ exp { - 0  5(A + e -  1)}dA, 
for A < 0, (7a) 
= 0 762(2~z)- "exp { - 0  5(A ° 8s + e-A)]  dA, 
f o r 0 < A < 1 0 ,  (7b) 
is chosen to represent  the Landau  d~stnbutlon shown 
in fig 2 Here A is a dimensionless  parameter ,  and,  m 
its terms,  any a rb i t r a ry  energy loss, A, in the counter  
is expressed by 
a = Zmost probable -{- A {0 3 0 0  DIc2(ZIA)x}, ( 8 )  
w h e r e  
m = res t  m a s s  o f  t he  e l e c t r o n ,  
Z = a t o m i c  n u m b e r  o f  t he  m e d i u m ,  
- -  A = a t o m i c  w e i g h t  o f  t he  m e d m m ,  
x = t h i c k n e s s  o f  t h e  g a s e o u s  m e d i u m  m e a s u r e d  m 
g/cm z 
Assuming  tha t  the incident  p a m c l e  is a p r o t o n  and 
using eq (7) as the reference curve, a set of  No r a n d o m  
pulse heights (called here as one p ro ton  event) are 
generated on the compute r  according  to  the me thod  
suggested by Von NeumannlV) .  We have chosen an 
a r ray  of  6 and 12 counters  ( l e ,  N o = 6 ,  12) A to ta l  
o f  10000 p ro ton  and 10000 p lon  events with No = 6 
and 5000 p lon  events wtth N o = 12 is generated on the 
compute r  and analyzed with the methods  (a), (b), (c) 
and (d) ment ioned  above  
The results for (a) and (b) are shown in fig 3 As can 
be seen f rom the figure, the resolut ion  between the 
p ro tons  and plons  has improved  cons iderab ly  The 
choice of  the smallest  of  12 pulse heights seems to be 
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Fig 5 Same as m fig 4 but for 5000 protons and 5000 pLons 
incident on an array of 12 detectors 
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the most  effective means of  separating the particles 
For  example, ff one demanded that  the smallest o f  the 
12 be smaller than A o = 32.4 keV, one would count  
protons  with 93% efficiency and pions with 0 8% 
efficiency. Since the n+/p ~ 0 2 to 0 4 in the cosmic 
radiation at mounta in  altitudes and at energies of  a 
few hundred GeV, these figures would mean that  we 
have a selected proton  beam of  99.7% purity.* On the 
other hand, by demanding that  the smallest pulse 
height f rom the 12 counters be greater than A o = 34 
keV, one would count  protons with an efficiency of  
0 4% and pions with 73% efficiency; the selected plon 
beam will be 98% pure. To increase the purity of  
the n + beam, one has to increase the value of  Ao, in 
which case one has to forego part  of  the pion intensity 
Results for the approach  (c) are shown In fig. 4 (for 
No = 6) and in fig 5 (for N O = 12) Let us spell out  two 
examples By insisting that  in each of  at least three 
* This is so if one assumes kaons are totally absent which is 
unlikely In the presence ofkaons, 97 % seems to be the limit of 
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Fig 6 Frequency distribution of hkehhood ratms for 10000 
proton and 10000 plon events m an array of 6 counters and for 
5000 proton and 5000 pmn events m an array of 12 counters 
These ratios are computed for amficmlly generated events 
obeying theoretical Landau distributions 
TABLE 1 
Efficiency for counting protons  when condmons  are so set as to 
count  pions with 1% efficiency 
Number of counters m the array, No 6 12 
Smallest pulse from the No counters should be 
smaller than At* 81% 95% 
At least 3 out of No counters should show pulse 
heights less than A2* 62% 93% 
Llkehhood ratio, L > Lt* 89% 98% 
* dx, d2, and Lt are chosen m each case to count plons with 1% 
efficiency 
out  o f  SIX detectors the pulse heights be less than 34.8 
keV, one can count  protons  and plons with efficlencles 
of  60% and 0.8% respectively. I f  one insists that  in 
at least three out  of  twelve detectors the pulse heights 
be less than 34 2 keV, one counts protons  and plons 
with efficlencles o f  93% and 0 8% respectively Ob- 
viously, having 12 detectors is better, and efficiencies 
for selection of  one species and rejection of  the other 
are about  the same as in (a) 
Results for the method (d) are shown in fig. 6. 
Separation of  L values for the incident pro ton  and plon 
beams is not  complete, though  it is much better than 
in the methods (a), (b) and (c) As an example, if one 
considered only those events which show L > 3, one 
counts with an array o f  12 counters protons  with 
97 3% efficiency and plons, with 0 3 6 0 ,  Referring to 
the rc+/p ratio o f  the order of  0.3 in cosmic radiation, 
these figures would mean the following I f  an unknown 
positive particle of  energy of  100 GeV (as measured in 
a calorimeter or a magnet  spectrograph) is incident on 
the array of  12 propor t ional  counters and if the value 
of  L computed  f rom the 12 pulse heights happened to 
be > 3, one can say that  the incident particle has a 
99 9% probabIhty  o f  being a p ro ton  and a 0 1% 
probabili ty of  being a plon. Similarly, one can have a 
selected plon beam by demanding L < 0 2 or  so. 
Relative merits o f  the various methods can be 
gauged f rom the example in table 1 above [method  (b), 
being obviously inferior to the others, is not  considered 
in the table] 
Presented In the table are the efficlencles for count ing 
the protons  when conditions are so chosen as to count  
plons with 1% efficiency. Likelihood ratio method,  
being capable of  count ing protons  with highest effi- 
ciency for a given efficiency for paons, is the most  
efficient. 
All of  the discussion so far has been based on the 
assumption that, at any given energy of  the incident 
particle, the distribution of  the energy losses In the 
counters obeys the theoretical Landau  distribution. 
Experimentally, It is found that  this is not  so, and the 
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dis t r ibut ions  in real i ty  are much wider at  the energies 
of  our  interest  than  the theoret ica l  Exper iments  
leading  to this conclus ion and ItS effect on the separa-  
b ihty  of  p ro tons  and  pions  are discussed in section 3 
3. Experiments with proportional counters 
To pursue  the p rob lem exper imenta l ly ,  we have built  
and  tested a number  of  p r o p o r t i o n a l  counters  o f  the 
fol lowing d imensions  
a 15 × 15 × 200 cm 3 (square  cross-sect ion) ,  
b 15 × 15 x 40 cm 3 (square) ,  
c 7 5 cm dla  × 65 cm long (cyhndr lca l ) ,  
d 15 x 40 x 40 cm a ( rec tangular) ;  
e 15 × 100 × 200 cm 3 ( rec tangular)  
Of  the above,  types (a), (b) and (c) had a single anode  
wire s t re tched at  the center  and  (d) and  (e), several 
wires in the mid plane,  one every 5 cm M o s t  of  the 
tests were made  with anodes  of  0 005" dla  steel wire 
Pure  argon gas and mixtures  of  a rgon with CO2, Nz 
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Fig 7 Experimental results on the distribution of energy l o s s e s  
of cosmic rays at sea level in a pathlength of 15 cm in the 
proportional counter are shown Curve 1 is the calculated 
theorencal Landau dBtnbutmn assuming muons are mono- 
energetic, curve 2, the same but consJdermg the spread m energy 
of muons and curve 3, Blunck and Lelsegang dBtnbuUon for the 
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F~g 8 Frequency d~strlbutmn of energy losses suffered by cosmic 
ray muons at Mt Evans m a pathlength of 15 cm m the propor- 
tional counter Smooth curves are those calculated on the basis 
of theories of Landau and of Blunck and Leisegang for all the 
muons above a low energy cut-off at 1 5 GeV determined by the 
absorber (calorimeter) m the beam defining telescope 
and  CH4 were tr ied as the filhng, and  it was considered 
that  the mixture  of  93°o argon and 7% methane  was 
the best  because,  with this mixture,  the rise t imes of  
the pulses were shortest  (1 5 to 2/~sec) and  gas mult i -  
p l l canon  factors,  M, highest  at  a given vol tage in a 
given counter  All  the counters  were tested with cosmic 
ray muons  to see if  the d is t r ibut ions  of  pulse heights 
f rom the p ropo r t i ona l  counters ,  gated by coincidences 
f rom na r row angle cosmic ray  telescopes, agree with 
the theore t ica l  d is t r ibut ions  o f  energy losses Since 
cosmic ray muons  have varying energies, the Landau  
d is t r ibu t ion  is fo lded into the energy spect rum of  
muons  before  a compar i son  is made  with experi-  
menta l  results 
Before present ing the exper imenta l  results, we might  
ment ion  tha t  we have considered in detai l  the p rob lem 
of  energetic secondary  electrons leaving the pro-  
p o m o n a l  counter  wi thout  diss ipat ing all their  energy 
This  has two effects on the observa t ions .  First ly,  the 
ioniza t ion  in the counter  underes t imates  the ac tual  
energy losses thereby mak ing  the exper imenta l ly  de- 
te rmined dBt r ibu t ion  of  energy losses na r rower  than  
the t rue L a n d a u  curve Secondly it in t roduces  a corre- 
l anon  m pulse heights  recorded  by two or  more  conse- 
cutive layers of  p r o p o r t i o n a l  counter  a r rays  in that  if 
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one layer records a pulse height larger than usual due 
to production of knock-on electrons, the layer below 
will also record a pulse larger than the usual It is 
calculated that this sort of thing happens in less than 
1 5% of the traversals, for counter dimensions used In 
this study Closely related to this phenomenon is the 
posslblhty of knock-on electrons produced in the walls 
of the counter entering the counter thus making the 
i I I I I t - - T - -  I W 7 I ~  [ 
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FIg I0 Frequency distr ibut ion of  energy losses suffered by 80 MeV protons m a pathlength of  15 cm in the proportional counter 
Smooth curve Is the dBtr ibut lon based on Vavdov's theory and the dashed curve on the Blunck and Le~segang theory 
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Fig l l  Same  as m fig 10, bu t  for an  incident  1 5 G e V ~ -  beam.  
apparent  energy loss m the counter bigger than what it 
really is. The probablhty of  this happening is again low 
1,, of  aluminum We had experl- for wall thicknesses < 
mentally obtained two distributions with 4 0 GeV pion 
beams, one with a wall thickness of  ~6" aluminum and 
the other w~th a wall thickness of  0 001" of aluminum 
keeping all other conditions the same and found no 
difference between the two d~stnbuUons. This, in 
agreement w~th our calculation, clearly shows that 
leakage of electrons into or out of the counter is a 
phenomenon infrequent enough that we can ignore it 
Typical results from cosmic ray muon tests are 
shown m figs 7 and 8. Invariably, the experimental 
distributions are all wider than those expected theo- 
retically. In an effort to understand the reasons for 
th~s discrepancy, counters (b) and (c) were subjected 
to closer examination These two counters were tested 
w~th X-rays from 55Fe (5 9 keV) and 1°9Cd (22 2 keV), 
with 80 MeV protons (7 = 1.085) from the cyclotron 
at the Lawrence Radiation Laboratory,  Berkeley, and 
with negatwe plons of  energies 1 5 GeV (y = 10 7) and 
4 0 GeV (? = 28.6) at the Bevatron, also at the Law- 
rence Radiation Laboratory.  Experimentally measured 
resolutions of  the counters at X-ray energies are in 
reasonably good agreement wlth the values expected 
on the basis of  Gaussian distribution of numbers of  
1on pairs Proport ionahty is good within _ 2% over a 
wlde range, as shown in fig 9. A typical pulse height 
distribution taken with 80 MeV proton beam (pulses 
are gated by beam defining coincidence telescopes) xs 
shown in fig. 10 along with theoretically expected 
distribution calculated from the tabulated values given 
by Seltzer and Berger 14) based on Vavdov's  theory 13) 
The agreement seems to be satisfactory* Pulse distri- 
butions taken with 1 5 GeV and 4 GeV plon beams are 
shown in figs. l l  and 12 respectively As can be seen 
from the figures, there is no agreement between theory 
and experiment The situation at first appeared para- 
doxzcal in that a p ropomona l  counter showing good 
hnearlty and expected resolution with X-ray sources 
yields pulse height distributions an agreement with 
theoretical predictions m the case of  80 MeV proton 
beams but not  in the cases of  1 5 GeV and 4 GeV plon 
beams On a closer look, however, it became clear 
that the theoretical distributions as gwen by Landau I ~), 
Symon 12) and Vavllov 13) in which the effects of atomic 
binding of electrons are not taken into account do not 
apply to the cases of  p~on and muon beams traversing 
thin proportional counters Taking these atomic bin- 
drag effects into account, Blunck and Lelsegang 18) and 
Blunck and Westpha119) modified the Landau theory 
and showed that, depending on the experimental situa- 
tion, the distnbuUons could be much broader than 
those gwen by Landau. Defining a parameter  b 2 a s  
b 2 = ff(eV)Z ~ x 20(eV)/CZ(eV)2, 
* It m a y  be men t ioned  tha t  the  measu red  noBe of  the  p ream-  
phf ier-amphfier  system,  being only 0 6% of  the  mos t  probable  
pulse height  did no t  affect the  measu red  widths  w~th p ro tons  
1400 
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Fig 12 Same as m fig 10, but  for an  incident  4 0 GeV ~- beam 
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where 
A = average energy loss in traversing the counter of  
x g/cm ~, 
Z = atomic number of  the medmm, 
¢ = 0 300  (Z/A)X(meC2/fl2), 
me = mass of  electron, 
tic = velocity of  the incident particle, 
these authors come to the conclusion that when 
bZ< 3, no correction need be applied to the original 
Landau distribution and when b z ~ 3, the true d~strl- 
butlon is much wider than the one given by Landau* 
Indeed, in our experiment, b z = 1.184 for the case of  
80 MeV proton beams where there is not much dif- 
ference between Vavilov ~3) and Blunck and Lelse- 
gang]S) theories and our experiment agrees with both 
the theories (fig 10), and b 2 =  13 to 16 for negative 
ptons and cosmic ray muons for which the experi- 
mental distributions, though nearly twice as broad as 
Landau distributions, are m essentml agreement w~th 
the predictions of  Blunck and Leisegang theory (figs 
7, 8, 10 and 1l) 
To test the efficacy of  the likelihood raho test in 
dlstmgulshmg protons and plons at energies ~ 100 
GeV with the Blunck and Lelsegang distribution, an 
empmcal  formula to fit the Blunck and Lelsegang 
distribution for our experimental condmons  is ob- 
tained and gwen below 
2.00C 
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Fig 113 Same as m fig 6, but the calculations are made on the 
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F(A)dA = 0 0 8 8 e x p ( - A 2 / 2 6 ) ,  for A ~ 0, (9a) 
= 0 145 exp [ - -  0 5 {½A + exp( - ½A)}]. 
for 0 < A  < 12. (9b) 
where A has the same meaning as defined earlier in 
formula (8). Monte  Carlo calculations are repeated 
with formula (9) as the reference curve instead of  the 
previous formula (7). With these enhanced widths, it 
becomes, as expected, more difficult to distinguish 
protons and pxons than is lmphed in figs 3-6 We show 
as an example in fig 13, (which is a modification of  
fig 6 due to enhancement of  the widths) the resolution 
between protons and plons attainable with the likeli- 
hood ratio method If one employs an array of  12 
layers, it is possible even with the enhanced widths to 
utilize 60% of  the proton flux at energy ~ 100 GeV 
with the confidence that the contamination due to 
* Th~s indeed seems to be the reason why m the hterature one 
comes across reports that the energy losses by ultra-re|atw~st~c 
muons or pions recorded m the scmtdlators ( ~  1 g/cm" thick) 
do obey Landau theoretical dtstnbuhons whereas those 
recorded m the gaseous counters ( ~  0 01 g/cm-" thick) do not 
positive pions m only <~o,oa°/ in the proton beam so 
selected. 
In table 2 below, we give the separability of  protons 
and plons with an array of  12 counters, using the 
likelihood ratio method and with the enhanced widths 
o f  "Landau" distribution The separability is given in 
TAI~LE 2 
SeparaNhty of protons and plons m an array ol 12 proporhonal 
counters by the hkehhood ratio method w~th enhanced widths 
To select proton beam 
L ~ 1 0  >_-30 
830  ' 607  ~P (%) I I 
en (%) I 19 2 l 6 0 
contamination ( % ) /  65  { 29  
To select pos~twe p~on beam 
> - 5 0  ~ 8 0  
%3 4o7 
34  18 
2 0  13 
L i < 1 0  
ep C%,) 14 1 
e~ (%) 78 4 
contammahon (%) 37 4 
< O 5  
6 9  
60 1 
27 8 
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the form of efficlencles for detection of the two kinds 
of partlcles, ep and ~ 
These efficaencaes and the n+/p ratio (~  0 3) an the 
cosmic radiation would imply a certain amount of con- 
tammatlon by the wrong kind of particles whose 
values are given an the 4 th row The separabdlty as 
asymmetric between plons and protons both because 
the pos~twe paons are less numerous than protons and 
because of the asymmetry of the "Landau"  curve 
We may point out here that the separabllaty of pro- 
tons and paons as sensitive to the shape of the "Landau"  
curve to the left of most probable energy loss and to the 
absolute calibration of the counter output in terms of 
the energy loss In an actual experiment, both these can 
be determined with negatively charged nuclear active 
partacles (sense of charge known from the sense of 
curvature in a magnetic field) in the energy range 
around 100 GeV To a very good approximation all 
these particles can be treated as plons An accurate 
calibration can also be achieved by using X-ray 
sources of known energy 
4. Conclusions 
The mare results of the considerations discussed in 
sections 2 and 3 are summarized m table 3 below Of 
all the techniques considered, the drop count method 
seems to be most accurate. It has the advantages of the 
best resolution and the least vertical extension af- 
fording compact geometries with good apertures and 
the disadvantage of being a slow and tedious techmque 
This drawback is very serious as it slows down the 
analysis considerably. While, with this technique, It is 
possible to ldentafy the partacles in individual cases as 
a demonstration of its power, it appears to the authors 
that it as impractical to use this technique in expera- 
merits planmng to collect data on several tens of 
thousands of particles. 
The threshold ~erenkov technique is electronacally 
simple and fast, but its drawback as ~ts enormity an the 
vertical scale which discourages its use for several 
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counter technique, though electronically more com- 
plex, seems to be a suitable compromise between the 
other two and, m the opinion of the authors, is the 
only method at the moment suitable to be adapted in 
a large-scale experiment planning to collect data on 
several tens of thousands of particles Typically, wath 
th~s technique, one can utihze nearly 6 n°/ of the 100 v , O  
GeV proton flux with the confidence that the contami- 
nation due to plons < 3% and 48°~ of the 100 GeV 
positive pion flux with the confidence that the contami- 
nation due to protons is ~ 21°'o. At higher energies 
(1 e ,  7 > 1000), one has to first estabhsh experimentally 
the relativistic rise of energy losses, perhaps with the 
same apparatus and utlhzang the easily identifiable 
negative plons, m the hght of such experimental an- 
formation, one can examine the possabdlty of exetndmg 
the methods discussed m the paper to distinguish 
protons and plons to higher energies 
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